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                    Wordpress and Local SEO Expertise
                

                
                    
                        Established in 1987, Micro Update provides professional support for Wordpress and Local SEO solutions.

                

                Read More
                    Explore Services

            

        

    






	

	

	
		
			
				
					
						
							Wordpress
Support

							
							If you have a Wordpress website you will need maintenance from time to time. We offer a complete support service for WordPress from adhoc support (e.g. my site is not working please fix it!) to routine support with updates for Plugins / Themes, versions of software and general technical help...
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                Wordpress - the worlds most popular CMS system

                All CMS systems need support. From time to time things go wrong! You can spend hours and days trying to fix your website with knee-jerk reactions, trying to find a solution... or contact us and we will have you up and running in no time.

                
                    01.

                    Routine Support

                    If you have an established Website and want it maintained on a regular basis, our weekly, monthly or annual schedule will keep your website healthy and secure.

                

                    02.

                    Adhoc Support

                    Perhaps your website has just gone down? When you access your site something is seriously wrong? Contact us... we will have it up and running again in no time 

                

                    03.

                    New features

                    Do you need help trying to understand the new features in Wordpress or other CMS systems? Perhaps you just want to add a post or a page to your website but don't know where to start? Contact us.

                

                04.

                Auditing

                Your website may be running but not ranking with Google as high as you would like? Don't know where to start with SEO? Contact us to help you get your site ranked.
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                    Professional Local
Search Engine Services

                How is Local SEO different to normal SEO?

                "Local SEO" means optimising your complete web presence so that Google ranks you for your products and services within your local area. You need to appear at the top of the search engines for your service/product "near me".
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Local SEO services here...
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                            Optimised for your local area

                            Local SEO means optimising your complete web presence so that Google ranks you for your products and services within your area. You need to appear at the top of the search engines for your service/product "near me". Read more about Local SEO.
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                            Why do I need Local SEO?

                            Local SEO focuses on your service / products in your region. This could be a Country, County, City or Town. When someone searches for local services/products they are looking for a business that's in their area - that's when your business needs to be visible at the top of the search results.
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                            How much is this going to cost?

                            This is the 'how long is a piece of string' issue. Depending on a website audit (free of charge) and the competition, we can calculate what is needed to get your business ranking effectively for local services and products. This will take time and effort. We will give you a quote for getting you "where you need to be" with the search engines.
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                            How is Local SEO different to normal SEO?

                            Local SEO is all about getting your products and services on the first page of Google in YOUR local area. Local SEO will look at Google My Business, Local related key phrase optimisation, Business profile, obtaining customer reviews, Local interest specific content,  Name and address optimisation, local backlink and contacts.
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                        James Pettecrew

                        
                        Working with technology is part of my job but there are times when even I hit a brick wall. Fortunately, I know a guy who can! Jonathan is a tremendously experienced professional who codes like a champ and I have yet to bring him a problem that he can't solve. Communication is top notch and I simply cannot fault the quality of his work. Chalk me up as another customer for life!
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                        Andre Dercole

                        
                        Nothing but good things to say.  Spent several hours with Jonathan on line who took us thru a variety of technical issues.  It is clear he clearly knows his craft, and is always will to go the extra step.  Better than that, he helps beyond the tech by guiding in real life web dev strategy as well so that clients can become more self sufficient.  We have about 3 on going projects, and we will engage him frequently in the future.  Highly recommended with no hesitations.
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                        Lauren Parker

                        
                        Jonathan and his team at Micro Update are incredibly skilled! When working with Jonathan, he was prompt, kind, and professional. He was able to help me with some major update changes very quickly and clearly knows his stuff!
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                        Meredith Simpson (GreenixMedia)

                        
                        Jonathan was able to make a speedy repair to some broken code. I highly recommend working with him and Micro Update, Ltd. Thank you!



                        
                    

                

            


        

    




    
    
    
        
            



Thanks for filling out the form!

Oops...! some problem!





Get in touch with us
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By continuing you agree to our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy.





        

    






    Micro Update Ltd

    
    Pine Villa, Wolborough Close,
Newton Abbot,
Devon TQ12 1HR
t: 07976 946 060
e: jc@microupdate.co.uk
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